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Objectives for the contribution
Do you agree with these objectives for our contribution? No
1b. What is most important to you?
Number 1. Every leader in every country on earth needs to enforce a plan on birth control. Wherever there is
people there is demands on the planet.
Forget the politics and the greed. All that wont be worth anything if we cant survive where we are headed.
Its like putting all the sheep in one paddock. they will all die together, when the food runs out or the temperature
rises.

What would be a fair contribution for New Zealand?
2. What do you think the nature of New Zealand’s emissions and economy means for the level of target that we
set?
Our polititians need to WAKE UP and support things like domestic solar power and solar hot water,Electric cars,
More insulation.
Totally cut the immigration and be greatfull that we all live here in Godzone.
Offer good incentives to people for ideas to lower emissions.

How will our contribution affect New Zealanders?
3. What level of cost is appropriate for New Zealand to reduce it's greenhouse gas emissions? For example, what
would be a reasonable reduction in annual household consumption?
We have become a throw away society.As an Electrician ,every day I cant get spare parts anymore ,so we are
producing far more new appliances , cars ,goods etc,. that we dont actually need.We have to get away from the
WANT, WANT, WANT attitude.

4. Of the opportunities for New Zealand to reduce its emissions (as outlined on page 15 of the discussion
document), which do you think are the most likely to occur, or be most important for New Zealand?
Summary
5. How should New Zealand take into account the future uncertainties of technologies and costs when setting its
target?
WATER! Too much demands. From farms, commercial ,industry.Install more tanks on huge buildings.
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Other comments
6. Is there any further information you wish the Government to consider? Please explain.
Install turbines for power in the hydro canals that already exist in the North and South Island.

